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Sixth Oral History Interview 

with 

WENDELL PIGMAN 

September 8, 1969 
Washington, D.C. 

By Robert W. Greene 

For the Robert F. Kennedy Oral History Program 
of the Kennedy Library 

GREENE: We're talking about the air pollution bill for motor vehicle con
trol, 1965. 

PIGMAN: Well, auto pollution was the big problem that had not been dealt 
with with the previous air pollution bi3.ls. We had been receiving 
some material in the office from the head of the Los Angeles Air 

Pollution Control Division, which is the most effective air pollution con
trol outfit in the country, informing us of the problems with the pollution 
that came from cars. I think the senator made a statement that was prepared 
at that time. It was partially based on material that had been supplied by 
the Los Angeles group. It was drawing on material that they had sent in, 
rather than something that they themselves prepared. But this statement 
showed a concern about air pollution. This was a statement emphasizing air 
pollution. New York City had air pollution problems, although its problems 
at the time were not cars so much as they were sulfur dioxide. New York 
City had an air pollution crisis . in 1966. But that I think was the extent 
of involvement on the bill. 

He certainly, as far as I know, never talked to Senator .LE'dmund S~ Muskie 
or anyone else to maneuver on the bill. The bill was fairly well accepted 
by the Senate and we believed it would pass. I think it passed by a wide 
margin. I don't think there was. • • • The car people attempted to in
fluence the members of the committee more than they attempted to influence 
us, because the committee members and staff were involved in the draf'ting 
of the bill. The lobbying related to the standards and the standards to 
be set up by the Department of HEW .LHealth, Education and Welfar~. I think 
that the industry lobbyists, although they opposed the bill, realized that 
the guts of the controls would be established by HEW, when they actually set 
the specific control standards. 



GREENE: Do you remember administratimresistance to th~s~ particularly 
I'm thinking of Under Secretary of HEW {James M.!.f Quigley's 
testimony that the controls were not really necessary, that 

.LLyndon B;J Johnson was going to try to work it out with people in the 
auto industry and other interested parties? 

PIGMAN: Well, that sounds to me--I don't remember the statement, but that 
fitted in very much with my impression that the Johnson administra
tion was very friendly to the automobile manufacturers, both in the 

Auto Safety bill that was drafted and sent up to the Hill ffiapitol H:HY 
and in the air pollution bills. I'm sure that the auto industry's contacts 
with the Johnson administration were fairly strong and that may well have 
been the source of Quigley's speech. Quigley left shortU.y thereafterwards 
to go to the Department of Interior and on top of that it may be that ••• . • 

As a matter of fact, Public Health Service had some disinclination to 
get into standards administration, which is what they would do if this bill 
was passed, before they had done research. This was going to be the one 
area in which the federal government was going to set and enforce standards 
and of course it put them on the hot spot and they, by inclination, didn't 
like this sort of thing. So that doesn ,·t surprise me, and I vaguely recall 
at the time that he (Quigley) did, but that approach wasn't acceptable. 
There was too nruch of a history of the industry being totally uncooperative 
at the state level, so it was necessary to pass legislation at the federal 
level in order to develop pollution controls for cars. 

GREENE: Do you remember how he felt about the final bill? Was it reasonably 
satisfactory, or what you expected? 

PIGMAN: As I recall, the bill was reasonable as far as control of cars 
went. The question was, "What sort of standards would be put into 
effect, and how long would it take HEW to put them outt" This 

was something that you had to watch and see. The senator himself never 
commented on it per se. 

GREENE: In 1965 he testified at the New York City Council Special Committee 
on Air Pollution. Do you recall that? That would have been in 
June. Do you remember if he encouraged the setting up of this 

session, or was he simply invited? 

PIGMAN: I think he was asked to speak and I don't think he encouraged it. 
That was a group that wanted him to speak at the meeting as much 
to dramatize the issue as anything else. We were not involved 

in setting it up. The New York office--Carter Burden--it seems to me he 
was involved in some way with that group, you know, had had conversations 
with them. Perhaps the organization was Citizens for Clean Air that was 
sort of behind that. I think they were instrumental in getting the meeting 
put together. 

GREENE: Was this at all unusual for a senator to testify before the City 
Council? 
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PIGMAN: Well, is that the Special Council or the City Council because. . . . 
GREENE: New York City Council, special Committee on Air Pollution. 

PIGMAN: You see, I remember a special group that he spoke to one spring, 
but whether this is the same • • • 

GREENE: Well, this would have been spring, June. 

PIGMAN: Yeah, but is that the time that we went to City Hall? I guess it 
may • 

GREENE: Yes, it was at City Hall. 

PIGMAN: Well, that was the one at City Hall. Well, it was a. • • • No, 
that's nothing that Carter Burden had anything to do with. I 
really don't recall. That doesn't ring a bell. I don't recall , 

the circumstances that led up to my getting there or anything like that, 
other than that he was interested in the problem. ~obert A_;/ Bob Low 
was doing quite a bit on air pollution at the time, and it may be that it 
was just a good opportunity to do it in the city. 

GREENE: Would there be any resentment from /John V ;J Lindsay on this type 
of thing, his coming into the city? 

PIGMAN: Well, Lindsay wasn't mayor at the time. ~obert F;/ Bob Wagner was. 

GREENE: Oh, 1 65. That's right. Excuse me. 

PIGMAN: It was our town then. 

GREENE: All right. What did you do between the passage of s. 306 and 
October 1 65 when the work on s. 3112 began? Was there anything in 
between on air pollution that you can remember? 

PIGMAN: Well, somewhere along in there occurred the air pollution crisis in 
New York when they had the five-day warning and I. . . . Was that 
November of 1 66? I guess. Whether that preceded the bill or 

came a:f'ter the bill, I don't know, but I was on vacation when the thing 
broke. But the senator was making a number of statements at the time and 
was quite concerned that New York had reached the disaster stage, and 
had an air pollution disaster. It subsequently turned out that about two 
hundred people had died beyon~ what would normally be expected. 

The second bill, the bill a:f'ter the car bill, was the one that dealt 
with regions. It was a question of whether the regional approach was the 
best way to do it. I think we supported that, although we had some 
reservations on whether this sort of multi-unit government was going to 
work effectively in this case. 



GREENE: Now this bill seems, from what I've been able to figure out, to 
have moved very quickly through both chambers and not to have had 
any opposition from the administration. How much woultl you do 

on a bill like that when you didn't ••• 

PIGMAN: Not a hell of a lot, if you're not on the committee. What you do 
is, you support the bill in the sense that if it's a problem in 
your area, you can dramatize it by speaking on it. As a matter of 

fact, for a lot of the pollution legislation, his job or what he did was 
more to speak on it rather than to be involved in negotiations because he 
was not a member of the committee. It was very possible in cases for him 
to speak on problems, but it wasn't necessarily possible for him to affect, 
really affect negotiations. He had no status within the committee other 
than being one of the two senators from New York State. 

GREENE: Do you remember some of the technical advice you got in preparing 
that floor speech on that bill? 

PIGMAN: No, I don't. 

GREENE: There were a number of them. I wondered if ••• 

PIGMAN: A number of speeches? 

GREENE: No, a number of very technical and elaborate suggestions that he 
made. 

PIGMAN: What? Just refresh my mind? Do you remember? 

GREENE: Let's see if I can remember some of them. Well, actually I think 
it would be better if I didn't say because I'm not sure that I 
have them that straight in my mind. But anyway, I wondered if 

when you made specific suggestions which didn't necessarily relate to the 
exact legislation, how much of that was to get a reaction, to see what kind 
of reception these suggestions got? 

PIGMAN: Well, it was not so much that as just suggestions as to what should 
be done in regard to the situation. It was not to see if there was 
a reaction as to try to affect the action being taken by the Air 

Pollution Control Administration and those involved in the problem. He 
made suggestions of that type on all legislation with the end in mind that 
perhaps the idea would be adopted by the administration--you know, try t o 
bring the best thinking to bear on the problem and see if they could get 
those ideas adopted. As I recall, we worked very closely with the Air 
Pollution Control Administration on a lot of that stuff. You know they 
were interested. There were guys there very interested in ma.king sure that 
good, effective legislation was passed. 

GREENE: Do you remember specifica~ who 

PIGMAN: No, I don't. I don't at all. It's very vague in my mind. It's 
years ago. 



GREENE: Well, anyway, in the final version trere were significant House 
cuts on the appropriations involved. Do you remember? 

PIGMAN: Yeah, but we didn't do anything on the House side, and then we're 
not involved in the conference conunittee afterwards. That's normal. 
You have to understand that it's very unusual for anyone other 

than the conunittee's staff and the people who are likely to be conferees 
to be involved at all in what the other house does. You might call up a 
member from your state who was involved if you were going to make a special 
case of it, but even that would be unusual. There's very little coordina
tion between the two bodies.other than that that's imposed by the administra
tion. The administration would be the group that would be presumably fighting 
to coordinate the bills between the two houses. 

GREENE: Do you remember any discussion in this period after the passage of 
that bill about the need for a much stronger piece of legislation 
in 1967? 
t\..a\- ~"e. a\( pollv+~on C.on\-ro I W\~<J."'\~rn 

PIGMAN: We knewt\stank as far as the enforcement provisions went and it just 
wasn't a particularly workable thing. You know, it was very much 
a product of the Muskie approach. Muskie always wants states to do 

the work rather than federal government. And when the states do the work, 
then they get involved in logrolling and they don't want interference with 
their own activity. I don't know that there was so much talk about 
additional legislation. I think in a couple of the speeches at the time 
of the air pollution crisis that the senator ma.de up in New York, he 
described the process one had to go through when you fina~ would wind up 
that the Justice Department would enforce somet~i~& but that this process 
wouldn't take place till two or three years afterwards. He was emphasizing 
the fact that there was a rememy but, of course, at that time there hadn't 
been a single case that had been prosecuted by the federal government. 

GREENE: Do you remember much about the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan 
Area Air Pollution eonference in 1 67 called by Secretary 
{John w;J Gardner? 

PIGMAN: Well, I know that the senator spoke at it, but that's •••• 

GREENE: He wasn't involved in putting it together, in calling for it? 

PIGMAN: I think we called for it, as I recall. I think we wrote a letter 
to Gardner and asked him to convene it for sulf'ur dioxide, at 
least, and something else, as I recall. That was the first, I 

think, of what was to be a series of conferences, and he asked Gardner. 
I think he called, personally called Gardner in that case just to emphasize 
it. He spoke up at the Waldorf L_Waldorf-Astori~, I believe. I think that 
was it, wasn't it? 

GREENE: The Waldor:f or the Hilton /ftew York Hilto~? 

PIGMAN: It was the Waldorf. In those days they didn't use the Hilton, I 
don't think. The Hilton, wasn't it? 

$\ 



GREENE: There was one at the Hilton, I think. 

PIGMAN: Was it? Maybe that was it. I don't recall. 

GREENE: Was Gardner generally cooperative on these things? 

PIGMAN: Gardner was very sympathetic to environmental issues, reasonably 
so. He had a tough problem administering that department, but I 
mean he was certainly a hell of a lot better than Celebrezze was. 

GREENE: Was this also mainly, this type of conference, to dramatize the 
problem and to get people going or did • • • 

PIGMAN: No, there's a set format for conferences. The National Air Pollution 
Control Administration is supposed to get agreement on what the 
standards are to be for certain pollutants, and once you get 

agreement, then they were to promulgate those standards. And then there 
was a time schedule reached as a result of the conference, and the people 
were supposed to clean up their pollution within terms of that time 
schedule. If they didn't, then they were subject to administrative action. 
It's part of the law. The conferences are set up under the law. So it's 
not a dramatization except that, of course, any time that he appeared on an 
issue it did tend, it was usef'ul from the standpoint that it highlighted the 
issue. 

GREENE: In this particular statement he was very tough on Con Ed 
.LConsolidated EdisoE7. Was this an effort to get them moving on 
it? Why were they singled out? 

PIGMAN: 'Cause they're the biggest polluter in New York by far. They still 
are. 

GREENE: Were there any efforts to work with them privately before that? 

PIGMAN: No. The hell with them. They're the biggest polluter. Not 
until they got Luce Lcharles F. LuciJ in there, Con Ed made no 
effort real1¥ to cooperate. They were on the defensive most of 

the time, so. • • • And it seems to me there were a couple of calls from 
their peo~le and they were interested in telling us about the. • • • They 
kept emphasizing that it would cost more if they cleaned up pollution and 
all that. 

GREENE: He was also very critical of the city government for not enforcing 
its own laws. 

PIGMAN: That seems to me by that time Lindsay must have been mayor then. 

GREENE: Yes, he was. How did this go over? 

PIGMAN: Well, it was a statement of fact. I mean it still is a statement 

8/J-



of fact. The city is one of the biggest polluters in the city, and 
it doesn't make a hell of a lot of sense to tell a private individual 

to clean up his air pollution and have municipal buildings doing the same 
thing. As a matter of fact, I would take a case to court if I were a 
private individual on that basis. You could, seriously. And you say, "What 
the hell, why should I clean up if they don't?" So that I mean when you 
say, "What effect did it have?" the effect is that there hasn't been 
very effective air pollution control. There's been a lot of talk about 
having reduced the pollutants by such-and-such a degree, but I don't think 
it's been significant. 

GREENE: Was he ever at all cautious about attacking Lindsay particularly 
running the city? 

PIGMAN: Oh, no. He always welcomed the fight if it was on legitimate 
ground. He had no hesitation about that.As a matter of fact, it 
actually helped when Lindsay took over because when Wagner was 

mayor he couldn't knock the city too much. I mean, it wasn't nice to be 
nasty to Wagner, and when Lindsay came in, you could be honest, terribly 
honest, about the city so that it actually ma.de it a lot easier from our 
standpoint. You know, as a critic you don't try to do in your own party 
that much and so a lot of stuff had to be done behind the scenes during 
the Wagner era, to the degree it could be done at all. And af'ter Wagner 
was out, of course, then you could open fire. 

GREENE: Did you have any continuing contact with this conference after 
Robert Kennedy's testimony? It went on for quite awhile • . 

PIGMAN: At subsequent meetings, and I think we were trying to get him to 
hold meetings for other types of pollutants. They'd only covered 
a couple the first time and they were going to go on to others 

and I don't. • • • At this time I don't recall what they were. 

GREENE: In M3.rch of '67 the senator sent a letter to Secretary Gardner 
asking for certain action on the pollution question by HEW. 
Do you remember this and what prompted it? 

PIGMAN: What was the action, do you recall? ifas it to call a conference 
on certain pollutants? 

GREENE: Yes. 

PIGMAN: Yeah, well, I think that was one of the cases where we asked them 
to go on. And I don't recall whether they did, in fact, finally 
have that or not. I think that was an attempt to get set. Each 

time they called a conference for one of these types of pollutants, then 
they would set a standard for it and that's what we were trying to get 
established so they could go through the long rigama.role so that the 
standards would finally be enforceable. 
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GREENE: Would this have had any relationship to the administration bill 
of '67 that was already in the making? 

PIGMAN: No, I don't think so. This was a separate attempt to deal with 
the pollution problem in New York City. That was the March 
following the pollution crisis of that fall, that November, and 

there was a great deal of concern about it. Unfortunately, people react 
when they have a disaster, but in between they don't have much feel for it. 
They were still alert to it then. You don't hear that much talk about it 
now, in New York anyway. 

GREENE: I know that you lef't somewhere in the spring of . I 67. 

PIGMAN: I lef't in. • • • Oh, in February I was sick. And then in June, 
the end of June. Well, July fourth weekend I became ill 
and I was out until about the middle of August, and I came back 

in the middle of August and I was there until September 15 when I went on 
leave of absence. 

GREENE: How much did you do on the '67 bill before you lef't? 

PIGMAN: I don't recall a thing about the '67 bill really. Did he speak 
on the '67 bill? 

GREENE: Well, you see the files are kind of sparse af'ter that because you 
lef't. 

PIGMAN: Yeah. 

GREENE: That was my next question, was there anybody to take your place? 

PIGMAN: No. Not really . Jeff Greenfield who was the new IA ffegislative 
Assistan!l in my place was not involved really in environmental 
issues. That was not his field. As a matter of fact, there's 

a guy who's done a book lApostle 2f Change, Douglas Rosi], a collection 
of Robert Kennedy's speeches, and he speculates as to why af'ter a certain 
time there are no speeches on the environment and conservation, and one 
reason is that nobody was that interested in it on the staff. So that 
it's, you know, a comment on where people •••• 

Of course, you have to understand what were the senator's priorities. 
The nuclear issue was the foremost issue. And the next issue is the 
question of the war in Vietnam. Tl!ni.s was his sense of priority. So that 
if you were working on those issues, your contacts with him were going to 
be that much more important. Also, environmental issues are middle-class 
issues. I hate to say it, but it's true. You know, the guy who works in a 
car wash and makes a hundred bucks a week or something like that, he •••• 
Environmental issues are nice, but. • • • They're not important to him, 
they're not bread on the table. And so that from the senator's standpoint 
both Bedford-Stuyvesant, which Adam /jialinsk;fj was working on extensively 



in '67--sort of, the housing and the food and things like this and poverty 
were foremost. And environment, while I was there, it was something that 
I worked on, but it was not. • • • Within the office I was not one of the 
intimate--what do you say? Intimate is not the word. But, rating myself, 
I was probably about seventh or eighth down the line of the people contacting 
the senator. That may be one or two off, but I would say that Adam and Peter 
and Joe were closer, certainly closer to the senator than I was. 

GREENE: What about M:i.nkiewicz? 

PIGMAN: And Mankiewicz, when he came in. Mankiewicz is a very brilliant 
guy. And, of course, the press man worked constantly with the 
senator and went with the senator constantly. And he also is 

closer in age to the senator, slightly closer than I was. So I don't 
know. Well, he's just a brilliant guy, and I think the senator enjoyed 
his suggestions and comments. So he was closer I would say. 

GREENE: Did you have any contacts with the senator after you left him on 
environmental issues? 

PIGMAN: You mean after I left the office or what? 

GREENE: Yes. 

PIGMAN: Well, I got involved in the Hudson River Conference--not con
ference, but the Hudson River trip with the Scenic Hudson 
~cenic Hudson Preservation Conferenc~--thing in the fall of 

167, and I did some staff work for him on that. And I went on the trip 
up the river and advised Carter Burden on that thing. And then it seems 
to me there were a couple of calls on occasions for minor problems that 
came up. But then in February, early February of 1 68, I had gone out to the 
coast in connection with the study of air pollution that I was doing and 
talked to my friends in California, including a number of political leaders 
in Los Angeles. And then, after that I'd come back and spoken to the senator 
for about a half an hour about the need to get into the race. This was 
before ~ene J~ Mccarthy was up in New Hampshire, and I just felt terribly 
strongly that the senator, even if he lost the race for the nomination, 
would still win by entering. If he didn't get into it, he would lose in the 
sense that he would lose his constituency. Because people, many, many 
people that I knew and people who were favorably inclined to the senator 
were asking what the dickens was going on here, why wasn't he getting 
into it. And at the end of that conversation--have we discussed this before? 
I don't know, maybe we have. 

GREENE: I don't know if we discussed this particular 

PIGMAN: I think I gave you a copy of that memo. But at the end of the 
thing he said, "Well, I agree with you, but my advisers tell me 
otherwise." And then he went on into the committee room, but 

so. • • • I don't know, it's a tough thing. It was a tough thing. He was 



obviously going through a change at the time, but I felt terribly strongly. 
It seemed like everything was going to be lost. _I mean if Johnson wasn't 
moved, then the war would go on ad infinitum, and that, two, it looked like 
Rockefeller might have a chance if Johnson kept going the way he was, and, 
three, all the social issues that were so important were being neglected 
because of the continuation of the war. 

GREENE: Before we leave the subject of air pollution completely, in a 
number of places he speaks of things that were being done in 
California, and you just mentioned that you went out to California 

on the pollution question. Was California a kind of a. • • • 

PIGMAN: On air pollution, California--not California, but Los Angeles--is 
the home of effective air pollution contro;4Jw:here it is. i" t-h~ cQUntt"V 

to 1-h<.. ~UJ<e.e ~c,<t..'s a"'yflot-t... · t 
GREENE: So you would frequently look to them for ••• 

PIGMAN: Well, all the federal legislation is patterned on IA's standards. 
As a matter of fact, in one of the bills that was passed recently, 
California is allowed to set its own standards because they are 

more advanced than any other part of the country. 

GREENE: I remember, that was the 1 67 bill. 

You once told me about Robert Kennedy's efforts to free a man named 
@ustav c.J Hertz, who was held captive in North Vietnam. Could you explain? 
You've explained it to me off the tape. Could you explain on the tape how 
this came about and how you got involved? 

PIGMAN: Well, we were contacted by Burke Hertz, who was his brother, and 
asked if we could do anything to influence the administration to 
do more to free Gus Hertz. And we had a series of meetings, one 

with Maxwell Taylor. I went to have a meeting with Maxwell Taylor and a 
couple of other people and Hertz. · And Gus Hertz's wife discussed the thing 
and argued for certain trades that they thought could be made, and Taylor 
wasn't very sympathetic to it. 

Then later on the senator and I went to the Algerian ambassador and 
asked if he could do something to contact the VC f5iietcon~ to free Hertz, 
and he agreed to do what he could, and they sent a message. There was a 
VC representative in Algeria at the time and he sent a message, contacted 
them to see if they could do anything and this went on and on and we kept. 
We did a series of moves. A lot of it initiated at Burke Hertz's request 
where he'd have new ideas about the way to do it. And then Hertz, Burke Hertz, 
thought that it might be useful to go through Prince /Jlorodori/ Sihanouk and 
he wanted to see. • He and Mrs. Hertz were going to go see Sihanouk 
in southern France, and the State Department didn't think it would be a 
good idea. 

So the suggestion came that Mrs. [.Jacqueline Bouvie'iJ Kennedy might 



write to Sihanouk--she knew Sihanouk--to see if she could convince him to 
make representations on behalf of Hertz's family to see if they could get 
information about him at the least, and possibly to free him. And so a 
letter was drafted up and sent up to Mrs. Kennedy and at that point •••• 
Well, the next thing I knew Mrs. Kennedy was going to the Far East including 
a visit to Angkor Wat. And I gathered from the discussions at the time that 
some of it involved an attempt--you know, discussions relating to Hertz. And 
not long a~er that word came down that Hertz was dead. 

I think the initial story at the time was that Sihanouk had gotten word 
that he was alive and then after that, you know, the word came through that 
he had died. He was not being held prisoner by the North Vietnamese, but 
rather by the VC and they would move him around. It's questionable whether 
he was alive. You know, I mean who knows at what point he died? He 
L$ihano~ probably wouldn't know till a~erwards. And there are all sorts 
of f'unny. • • • For example, apparently the American mission in Saigon paid 
$200,000 to somebody who bugged out with the money who was supposed to turn 
up Hertz--they lost money. All the scandals in the Johnson administration! 

GREENE: Where did that money come from? 

PIGMAN: Well, you know, it was spook money--your tax dollar. But they were 
embarrassed about that. But they were following every lead they 
could because, for one thing, we were bringing a great deal of 

pressure on them, and it actually got to the point where they leaked their 
side of the thing to Life magazine and there was a big story in Life about 
who was doing the most to frEeHertz type thing which is gross in retrospect, 
in the sense that the poor guy was dead. 

GREENE: Why did this particular man become the object of so much concern? 

PIGMAN: He was the highest American civilian captured by the VC. 

GREENE: AID [Agency for International Developmen:!J ? 

PIGMAN: That's right. He went toddling off on his bicycle one day in an 
area where he wasn't supposed to go and he got picked up. 

GREENE: Do you know if Mrs. Kennedy actually did consult with Sihanouk 
on it? 

PIGMAN: I assume that she did. I don't know. She didn't call me to let 
me know, but I assume that that was the purpose of the trip. And 
then there was some discussion at the time. 

GREENE: How did you feel about Taylor being contacted then? 

PIGMAN: Well, Taylor was not that cooperative in the contact that went at 
the meeting, and subsequently I heard from other friends of mine 
that he was the guy that had resisted doing some things that could 

B? 



have been done perhaps to free Hertz at the time. So my impression of 
Taylor is not generally favorable based on that. That's really the only 
thing I have to base it on. I don't think he felt. • • • They didn't 
feel terribly sympathetic to one civilian." We kept getting the argument, 
"Well, what about the four or five hundred fliers who were captured? Why 
aren't we making the same effort for them?" And our point was well, hell, 
11 if you can free one civilian • we' 11 be glad to free as many as we 
can, but let's start out with one or as many as we can and see what we can 
do." 

There was the one chaPJ but I can't remember his name, in the White House 
who subsequently worked for Averell Harriman for awhile; who was working 
on this and had a lot of spook contacts that he was using to try to free 
Hertz. They were willing to put in a special forces team to rescue h:ilm 
if they knew where he was, but they didn't even know that. There was just 
very vague sort of information coming out. I don't think they ever got a 
letter from him all the time that he was captive. 

GREENE: He might have been dead right from the beginning? 

PIGMAN: No, I don't think so. There were people, there were reports that 
he had been seen, but they never got a, you know, written message. 
But you just don't know at what point in time he died. The 

Vietnamese would use him as a prisoner, as a hostage for whatever purpose. 
They were using him as a hostage against their terrorists. And one of 
their proposals was to free a terrorist who had bombed the embassy in 
return for Hertz. And Taylor didn't want to do this because would we then 
be saying that--what is it?--66140 South Vietnamese are worth one American," 
you know. This sounds rational, but I'm not sure it's terribly rational when 
you're trying to save a life at any point in time. 

GREENE: Well, just to conclude, is there anything else? 

PIGMAN: I really am just. • • • You know, sometimes you think of things 
and sometimes you don't, and I don't have anything particular in 
mind this morning. 

GREENE: Would you want to comment in any way on, looking back now, what you 
yourself gained from this association with Robert Kennedy, what 
impact it had on your life? 

PIGMAN: I'm afraid that would take two hours or so, if I were to be honest, 
you know, completely honest about it. Just very briefly, it's 
a fantastic experience for me and I treasure it a great deal. And 

it's not only Robert Kennedy, but it was the ~ther peo~le in the office. It 
was Adam and Peter and Frank Mankiewicz and L'wesley A.!..I Wes Barthelmes, all 
of whom are able guys, and the senator and friends of the senator's who were 
very, very effective and motivated people. It was a good experience. I don't 
want to say much more than that because you could go on ad infinitum I'm 
afraid. I wouldn't have done it any other way. 
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~1,1~nl v: ?e101 1;u1 has a nnonnc c <l that he is laking 

a two y ·ar sabbai"ica l b ecause of the poor job thCl;t . // 
Lhc press h .::r. s be e n doin~ . .Although h e dicln 1 t7 ~ti:f:"ib~{t~/, 
iL Lo the ,, -a r, I am sur that if you called him, he 
w o1lld say ~ !; a t h e r e signed because of the poor j ob 
that .Am c ri c .J.n TV a nd the press has b een doing in 
rccon1n1enr! i n !:! alt · ~ rnativcs t.o our current cours e 
of action. 

NBC l1as b een d oing all within their pow e r for the 
last w e ek o!'" s o to put out i . e . , include in their 
t. v . , r evul s ive inateria l on the war; such as 
five minut e s in a I'vla rinc aid t e nt at Khesanh , eve n 
Ior an <'x-_ I ?. rinf· like rne, a tough scene. I a in 
con vinced lhat Lhc NBC slaH is . indirec tly 
going against t he i r national policy at NBC 
head quart s 

Th e cl< · spa ·,41 n ·s s oJ S cc r <' Lai-y Rusk in answering 
the qne stion a s to why the South Vi e tnamese p e ople 
had not v;arned us of the comin g raid; C;~ comparison 
4 South Ko r eans (•.<Joodchoppers ) warned us of the 
raid of 30 or s o 'orth Korean spys so that we cwer e able 
to capture ther~1 :i.11 ; see Marquis Chi ld ' s ~"ih article 
in the Wa shi n g t nn Post today. 

The poliLica l irnplica ti on s of this series of g uesses a rc; 
· ----eTtl1c-r Rc public~m c ~n1cs out for frc0.rlom of poJ:icy in 

deciding tl1c Iulur f' f the war 

. 
the only Democrat who has a chan .-r:e of beating Rockefeller 

and N i xon is you 

you have only an on tsidc chance; i . e . . you would have to 
v;in in the citi e s, th~ n1incirity g roups, friends of JFK, 
and among ' bbc r a 1 s ,,~ho l:re lie~c that th e war will be ove r 
witbin a year a 1id t hat a Rcpllblic:an congress carried in 
by a Republican w o ul d n 't adequately fac e the problems 
of ; th c ci tics . 

. -
:1. ,., D cJY1•J c rals 

ii: y1iu dn11 1 t n111 an d ;.•. r <' lw ;c Lc ·n li~r a J\elil)Jjcar_1( with LHJ 
.l ccrlainl \f <t ccn rrl i:1 ,..: tci Lar ry Scalese' in: le wa , .l\ssc n 1hl y1v ·l!1 

• ;i 

.Si l' rol y i n L" s .:\ n nc• J,•:; <• ll'l 1\ r;s1··111 l)ly rna n (~bArl~· s \V <1 rr <' 1t 

of Lo s .1\ 11 .,, Ju;\ 1ii1 ,.; 1)111 l ltad clinn<·r <' arly in J•' cbruar{, 

j' CJ\l w ill n o t. lw j1 1 <' f l ier· f fJ r ~ y 1·: 11: :; ancl w1 · w ill li :1vt' 
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1/•1{,,,.. 
facing the crucially i mportant problems of our future in a 
rcalisitic rnatter. ~ 

Ei g hl yea rs wilh a R e publican party will eith er rncan the y' 
will be a chan ge d party, or as occur r ed with JN:iX{l(&f~X · 
the Eisenhower administration, Rockefe ller will be overwhelmed 
by the l\h~tln Neanderthals .. And by the end of eight years the 
youth of this nationwitl.-...;: will not want to turn to a leade r who 
failed\ / at the most crucial time in our recent hixxmc history. 

_/ I/ 1) 4/ . .. ? p ~ . / ,.,,._.: ; -';) { ,-;., { <')· r .,·,L/ 
- J ~ I LI ~ . ~ 

I , 
Therefor : 

I r e commend that you a nnounc e n ow that y ou believe we 
should pull out of Vic tnarn now; b ea.t the smart Republicans 
to the punch on this a n d take the political credit from the 
liberals, the youth, th e press, and the Negro minority; 
win or los e this is the c ou rage ous position and it is the 
~nly way you can w in, I t hink. 

Play up the poll that, showed that business was almost 
unifonr1ly a<g-nn: against yon in an appeal to the city voter, 
a g reat consun1 c r is s ue in the ar e as that count to you . 

Put emphasis on the rninority ~~ g r oups ; I understand 
that R ockefcll c r is already .spR!ll: spending a g r ea t deal of 
n1oncy in t 1·ying Lo buy up Uds support. 

$'/ I // // ~··,,, · '·r _/y~ L ·-:_./ 
.. ; .,1,.. · , ,, · - - r' · ·~;-1 (' .. : , .~/.'""' ,7 / ,, '- :,, ,z,,,_,, ...... , 
. . ':.:· /'. //· // /·-. <:.- ., t. I . ,' , ~ ~'( . . :. / t' /,," /' // ,,_,..

1 
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- Please fBrg ive 1)1e for being so worl~~d up about thi's; I ;;;.;,z..·u.{,?:/L .. ~}/'? l { «'h.J!.,\ ,. 

haven't be e n since SOo the first major appropriation that / -
came before the Senate for the war in early 1966 . . Thanks / 1\./..-l.J • 

for ta kin g the time to r ead t his . 

·with best wishes, 

W e nd e ll 
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